Rayleigh waves have been widely employed in nearsurface high-resolution seismic investigations since the development of multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW). Usually, detecting near-surface features such as voids and tunnels by inverting Rayleigh-wave phase velocities is challenging because the resolution of inverted shear (S)-wave velocity profiles is limited by a geophonespread length. As a human-made structure, a shallow tunnel can generate strong diffractions of seismic waves due to its angular shape and the high contrast elastic modulus around a tunnel surface. Since Rayleigh-wave energy is dominant in the near-surface P-SV wavefield, the diffraction of Rayleigh waves is also significant on a shotgather, which allows a tunnel to be located directly by using a hyperbola curve matching technique. However, the size and depth of the tunnel can influence the diffraction energy dramatically. In case where the diffraction energy is too weak, it is usually impractical to recognize the hyperbolic pattern on a shotgather even with F-K filtering. In this paper, we present finite-difference numerical modeling results illustrating the variation of Rayleigh-wave diffraction energy for different size tunnels. The modeling results reveal that the amplitude of Rayleigh-wave diffraction decreases at different rate depending on tunnel size The diffraction energy decreases more rapidly when the size of a tunnel is smaller than 3/16 of the central depth of the tunnel. When a tunnel size is smaller than 1/32 of its depth, the diffraction energy of Rayleigh-wave is less than 1% of the direct Rayleigh-wave energy, which makes the hyperbola difficult to be recognized on a shotgather. Considering the noise and nearsurface attenuation in a real data, the ratio of size to depth of a detectable tunnel could be much larger than these modeling based results.
Introduction
Since the development of MASW technique (e.g., Song et al. 1989) , surface-wave methods have been widely used in near-surface high-resolution seismic surveys. By inverting Rayleigh-wave phase velocities , a reliable S-wave velocity profile can be generated with errors no more than 15% Xia et al., 2002) . The surface-wave methods have been applied successfully in various near-surface seismic investigations (e.g., Xia et al., 2004) . However, it is not suitable to investigate near-surface features such as tunnels, voids and faults (Xia et al., 2005; Xia et al., 2007) . This is mainly because the MASW based surface-wave methods only consider layered earth models. Although some special nonlayered earth model can be used (Xia et al., 2006) , generating S-wave velocity profiles for most 2-D structures is still challenging. The resolution limitations of the inverted S-wave velocity profile make it difficult to directly apply it to tunnel detection.
Shallow tunnels are often human-made and angular. They are usually relatively small and filled with air. The wall of a tunnel can be considered as a high contrast interface during the propagation of seismic waves. According to HuygensFresnel principle, diffraction can occur when seismic waves encounter the corner of a tunnel. Rayleigh-wave energy is dominant in a near-surface P-SV wavefield and the diffraction of Rayleigh waves can be significant. This makes Rayleigh-wave diffraction easily recognizable on a shotgather. Campman et al. (2004) studied surface-wave scattering from voids. Xia et al. (2007) demonstrated that it is feasible to use Rayleigh-wave diffraction to detect nearsurface 2-D structures such as voids, faults and tunnels. They developed a simple method in time-space domain to detect near-surface features based a travel time equation of surface-wave diffractions. After F-K filtering, the direct arrived Rayleigh waves are filtered so that the diffraction energy of the Rayleigh waves can be enhanced. Then a tunnel can be easily located using a hyperbola curve matching technique. The diffraction energy of Rayleigh waves can be influenced by various factors. Based on the modeling studies of Gelis et al. (2005) , shallower cavities generate stronger diffraction energy. For cavities at a same depth, an angular void generates more severe perturbations than a circular feature. Low velocity zones around and above a cavity can enhance the diffraction energy. For tunnel detection using Rayleigh-wave diffraction, the most important step is to recognize the hyperbola of diffraction pattern on a shotgather. Hence the diffraction energy is key to the detectability of a tunnel. Although the diffraction amplitude can be enhanced by F-K filtering, it is often superimposed with noise (e.g. converted waves, air-coupled waves) in real data. In the case where the diffraction energy is too weak, even filtering cannot discriminate it from noise. In this paper, we discuss the relationships between the diffraction energy and the ratio of size to depth of a tunnel through finite-difference modeling. We also estimate the minimum detectability size of tunnel if the depth known. During the modeling, the only attenuation of energy is caused by spherical divergence. For real data, this ratio should be larger due to the presence of noise and nearsurface signal attenuation. 
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Modeling on detectability of shallow tunnels
Rayleigh-wave diffraction
As surface waves propagate along the ground surface with a dominant phase velocity, diffraction of Rayleigh waves can occur at a corner of a tunnel, which will generate hyperbolic patterns on a shotgather. The following travel time equation was derived by Xia et al. (2007) :
where t x is the arrival time of the diffracted Rayleigh waves, x is the horizontal distance between a receiver and the corner of a tunnel (the diffractor), v is the dominant phase velocity of the diffraction, d is the horizontal distance between the source and the diffractor, h is the depth of a tunnel. With this equation, the horizontal location and the depth of a tunnel can be easily determined based on travel time data from a diffraction curve.
In a homogenous half-space, The Rayleigh-wave phase velocity is a constant. So the diffracted wave velocity is also a constant, which is the v in equation (1). In case where the tunnel lies in a heterogeneous medium, for example, a layered earth model, the diffracted wave velocity could be considered as an averaged phase velocity . In theory, diffraction occurs at each corner of the tunnel. However, for relatively small shallow tunnels, the diffractions generated by each corner will superimposed together and are not easy to differentiate. So the tunnel can be considered as a point anomaly that radiates the diffraction energy from the center of the tunnel. In this case, the depth of the tunnel [h in equation (1)] is the central point location rather than the top depth of a tunnel surface.
Directly arrived Rayleigh-wave attenuates less than Pwaves along the ground surface. However, the energy of Rayleigh-waves attenuates exponentially with increasing depth. This is also true for diffracted Rayleigh waves. Gelis et al. (2005) showed that the diffraction energy of Rayleigh waves changes dramatically with the variation of depth of cavities. A void strongly affects the seismograms when it is near to the ground surface. To detect a deeper tunnel, the source must generate lower frequency surface waves. This usually causes more complicated interference of the surface waves and converted waves, thus, makes it more difficult to recognize Rayleigh-wave diffraction. Although F-K filtering can enhance the energy of Rayleigh-wave diffraction, it is still challenging to separate surface-wave diffraction and converted waves on the seismogram. When the tunnel is deep enough, or the tunnel size is too small, the diffraction energy of Rayleigh waves is usually too weak to be differentiated from the background noise because the complexity of near-surface materials.
Modeling of surface-wave diffraction
Since no explicit attenuation (e.g., the near-surface attenuation) was accounted for in our modeling process, the only energy attenuation of seismic waves is caused by spherical divergence. In 2-D modeling, the energy of seismic waves decay with distance as circular wavefronts spread out. For a single trace recorded at a same location for different models, amplitudes of seismic waves are directly comparable due to the same energy attenuation. Hence, for this case, Rayleigh-wave diffraction energy can be analyzed quantitatively by comparing the absolute values of the vertical particle velocities on a single trace record.
We made a set of 2-D models to estimate the variation of Rayleigh-wave diffraction energy. All the models are exactly the same except for the size of the tunnel. For simplicity, we use the 2-D model of a tunnel located in a homogeneous half-space. The tunnel is described by a square filled with air. In horizontal direction, the tunnel is located at the center of the receiver array. To generate strong Rayleigh-wave motion, we use a vertical point source. The source wavelet is a Ricker wavelet whose central frequency is 23.8 Hz with 50 ms delay in time domain. The P-wave velocity in the homogeneous part of the model is 800 m/s, the S-wave velocity is 200 m/s, and the density is 2.0 g/cm 3 . According to the analytical solution of Lamb's problem, we know that the Rayleigh-wave phase velocity in this homogeneous half-space is 190.225 m/s. Hence, the dominant wavelength of the Rayleigh waves is about 8 m, which is equal to the depth of the tunnel. This ensures the amplitude of the Rayleigh-wave diffraction can be as strong as possible due to the energy distribution in different frequencies.
The tunnels are supposed to be filled with air. Hence the Pwave velocity inside the tunnel is the acoustic wave velocity (342 m/s). The S-wave velocity is zero. The density is the air density under a standard temperature and pressure (1.27 kg/m 3 ). A problem for modeling surfacewaves with air-earth boundary is how to make appropriate free-surface conditions (e.g. Xu et al., 2007) . For simplicity, we use the conventional vacuum-elastic free surface condition, which means no air coupled waves will be simulated in the synthetic records. Figure 2 shows the normalized single trace record (vertical particle velocities) of different models. As anticipated, the amplitude of Rayleigh-wave diffraction decreases with reducing the size of the tunnel. Through equation (1), we can calculate the arrival time of diffracted Rayleigh waves. By picking the peak value of Rayleigh-wave diffraction amplitude for different models, we can generate a curve that represents the amplitude variation versus the size/depth ratio of a tunnel. Figure 3 shows a curve of the relationship between the energy of Rayleigh-wave diffraction and the size/depth ratio of a tunnel. The horizontal axis is the ratio of size/depth of a tunnel. The vertical axis is the absolute value of the amplitude of Rayleigh-wave diffraction. For the convenience of calculation, the amplitude values are normalized from 0 to 100. Since direct Rayleigh waves always dominate the energy distribution of the 2-D P-SV wavefield, the normalized amplitude values of the seismic waves on the record are also the percentage of their energy compare to the direct Rayleigh waves.
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Modeling Results and Conclusions
By analysis on the amplitude of a single trace record, we found that the energy of P-waves is about 10% of that of Rayleigh waves. Because no noise was introduced during the modeling process, we can always get the diffraction hyperbola by simply increasing the gain of synthetic record. However, for real data, it is not always possible due to the existence of noise. Here we will consider that if the diffraction energy is less than 10% of the body waves, i.e. 1% of the original Rayleigh waves, then it will be impractical to recognize the diffraction pattern on a real shotgather.
Through Figure 3 we can see clearly that the Rayleighwave diffraction energy decreases moderately when the tunnel size is greater than about 3/16 of the central depth of a tunnel. However, if the tunnel size is smaller than 3/16 of its depth, reducing the tunnel size leads to a more rapid decrease of Rayleigh-wave diffraction energy. When a tunnel size is smaller than 1/32 of its depth, the diffraction energy of Rayleigh-wave is less than 1% of the direct Rayleigh-wave energy. In this case, the diffraction energy is considered too weak to be separated from the background noise for real-world application.
Finally, it should be noted that the above results are based on numerical modeling, which is an entirely noise free process. However, the real data always contains noise, which makes the recognition of Rayleigh-wave diffraction more challenging. No explicit attenuation of energy is accounted during the modeling. Since attenuation in the real world is more complicated (e.g., the near-surface attenuation), the energy of Rayleigh-wave diffraction can be much weaker than the modeling results. Hence, for real data, the ratio of size to depth of a detectable tunnel could be much larger than these modeling based results. 
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